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ABSTRACT: The pivotal importance of TiO2 as a technological material involves most

applications in an aqueous environment, but the single-crystal TiO2/bulk-water interfaces

are almost completely unexplored, since up to date solid/liquid interfaces are more dif-

ficult to access than surfaces in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV). Only a few techniques (as

scanning probe microscopy) offer the opportunity to explore these systems under realistic

conditions. The rutile TiO2(110) surface immersed in high-purity water is studied by in

situ scanning tunneling microscopy. The large-scale surface morphology as obtained after

preparation under UHV conditions remains unchanged upon prolonged exposure to bulk

water. Moreover, in contrast to UHV, atomically resolved images show a twofold periodic-

ity along the [001] direction, indicative of an ordered structure resulting from the hydration

layer. This is consistent with density-functional theory based molecular dynamics simula-

tions where neighboring interfacial molecules of the first water layer in contact with the

bulk liquid form dimers. By contrast, this dimerization is not observed for a single adsorbed

water monolayer, i.e., in the absence of bulk water.
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1. Introduction

The fundamental physical and chemical surface properties of
titanium dioxide have been studied extensively in recent years.
This high interest is stimulated by the important role of surface-
related processes in a wide range of environmental and energy
applications of TiO2, such as photoelectrolysis, photocatalysis,
gas sensing, and photovoltaics.[1] In many of these applications,
TiO2 is immersed in water. Thus, a detailed understanding of
the atomic scale mechanisms of processes occurring at the in-
terface in water would represent a notable breakthrough in ma-
terials science. So far single crystal TiO2 surfaces have mostly
been studied in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV),[2] or under ambient-
pressure conditions,[3] while in the literature only a very few
studies exist about a TiO2 crystal surface immersed in a liquid
phase.[4] Particular attention has been paid to the rutile (110)
surface in its most stable form, i.e., with a (1× 1) termination,
which is considered to be a prototypical model system in the
surface science of metal oxides. The structure of this surface
has been clarified in UHV,[2] and the presence and the role of
defects that are introduced by sputtering and annealing cycles
have been discussed extensively. In addition, the adsorption of
a large variety of molecules on this surface has been investi-
gated, e.g., water, oxygen, carboxylic acids, alcohols, and other
organic compounds.[2b,5]
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The interaction of this surface with water molecules un-
der vacuum conditions appears to be a necessary first step to
understand the surface chemistry in the liquid environment.
However, surface processes in vacuum might be considerably
different from those occurring at the solid/liquid interface.[6]

The scarcity of techniques that are capable of investigating solid
surfaces immersed in a liquid represents a significant impair-
ment in extending fundamental research to this more realistic
environment.

The competitive molecular and dissociative adsorption of
H2O molecules on a rutile (110) surface is a controversial is-
sue. UHV studies of water adsorption have shown the role of
defects: water dissociates at O vacancies and at step edges.[7–9]

Scanning tunneling microcopy (STM) in UHV showed that
the first monolayer (ML) of water in direct contact with the sur-
face adsorbs on undercoordinated Ti5c atoms which form 1D
rows,[10, 11] and provided evidence for the formation of isolated
water dimers that diffuse faster than the monomers.[12] Ex-Q2
periments and theoretical results are contradictory in whether
or not the first layer molecules dissociate at the nondefective
surface.[9, 10, 12–20]

The situation is even more complicated when one considers
a rutile TiO2(110) surface immersed in liquid water. This sys-
tem was modeled in multiple theoretical works.[17, 20–25] While
all studies agree that the first layer of bulk water, in direct con-
tact with the surface, is strongly bound, the degree of molec-
ular dissociation is uncertain. From near-ambient X-ray pho-
toelectron spectroscopy studies[18] it was concluded that hy-
droxyl groups resulting from water dissociation at O vacancies
strongly affect adsorption within the first ML. Seminal X-ray
diffraction studies[26, 27] of rutile (110) immersed in bulk water
indicated a vertical ordering of the MLs as well as lateral or-
dering of the first hydrogen-bonded layer. Molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations yielded conflicting results about the lateral
arrangement of this layer.[20, 28] A UHV-STM study of TiO2(110)
before and after dipping the sample in water indicated that the
surface might not be stable.[29] This was also observed with
atomic force microscope measurements in liquid.[30]

We report herein high-resolution STM images of the ru-
tile TiO2(110) surface in high-purity water. To our knowledge,
this is the first STM investigation of this relevant surface in
bulk water. We found that the observed surface structure with
a distinct step-terrace morphology remains stable once im-
mersed in liquid water. Interestingly, an ordered superstruc-
ture is also observed in high-resolution STM that indicates or-
dering of water molecules at the solid/liquid interface. Density
functional theory-based molecular dynamics (DFT-MD) simu-
lations shows that neighboring interfacial water molecules, in
contact with the bulk liquid, form dimers, in clear contrast to
what is observed in UHV experiments.

2. Results and Discussion

The rutile surface was first prepared in UHV by sputter-
ing/annealing cycles to produce a (1 × 1) structure,[2a] as ver-
ified by low energy electron diffraction (LEED) (Figure 1). Af-
ter extraction from the UHV chamber, the sample was trans-

Figure 1. LEED pattern of the TiO2(110) surface after prepa-
ration in UHV (beam energy E = 56 eV). The rectangular 1 × 1
unit cell is highlighted by the dashed yellow lines.

ferred (see the Experimental Section) into the liquid cell and
immersed in high-purity water.

A typical large-scale in situ STM[31] image of the immersed
sample is shown in Figure 2. The surface consists of distinct,
flat terraces, separated by monatomic steps of the expected
height (3.2 ± 0.5 Å).[2a] This morphology closely resembles
the one typically observed when similarly-prepared TiO2(110)
surfaces are imaged with STM directly in UHV.[2a] Even after
two days of immersion in water this structure had not changed
and did not show evidence of dissolution or erosion.

A representative high-resolution STM image, recorded in
bulk water on one of the terraces is shown in Figure 3A. The
image quality is remarkably good considering the dynamic fluc-
tuations of the surrounding water at room temperature. Alter-
nating bright and dark rows that run along the [001] direction
are visible. An apparent long-range height modulation is also
visible, that results in nm-sized brighter areas (lower left part
and upper central part of Figure 3A), which were observed in
all regions monitored across the surface. Similar features are
often reported in UHV-STM studies, and mostly attributed to
local variations of the electronic structure (caused by positively
charged impurities below the surface,[32] or Ar implanted in
the sputtering process[33]. From the height profile in Figure 3B,
taken along the

[

11̄0
]

direction (perpendicular to the rows) the
distance between adjacent bright (or dark) rows is 7.0 ± 0.5 Å.
This value matches the×1 periodicity along the

[

11̄0
]

direction
measured in UHV.[2a] Also the corrugation perpendicular to the
rows (0.3 ± 0.1 Å) compares well with values measured with
STM in UHV.[2a] On the contrary, the corrugation we measure
along the rows, i.e., the [001] direction, is considerably higher
than what is observed along the same direction in UHV by

2 wileyonlinelibrary.com c© 2015 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Mater. Int. 2015, 00, 2–7
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Figure 2. Surface morphology of rutile TiO2(110) immersed
in high-purity liquid water. In situ STM image (450 × 450 nm2,
Vbias = − 0.7 V (empty states), Itunnel = 1 nA). The measured
step height value is 3.2 ± 0.5 Å.

STM (typically less than 0.1 Å for the clean surface in UHV [34]

against 0.4 ± 0.1 Å in our experiments).
Interestingly, weak protrusions, visible along the bright

rows and separated by twice (within the experimental accuracy)
the known value of the×1 periodicity along the [001] direction
(3.0 Å) suggest a ×2 superstructure (see the height profile in
Figure 3C, and the inset of Figure 3A). This result is well con-
firmed by the fast Fourier transform (FFT) in Figure 4, where
the ×2 structural motif appears as a true periodicity in the lat-
tice. The white full circles in the FFT indicate maxima from the
periodic spacing between the rows (i.e., 6.5 Å along

[

11̄0
]

see
Figure 5A, where the 1 × 1 unit cell is represented). The same
periodicity (white dashed circles) is repeated at a separation
that corresponds to about 6 Å in real space, i.e., at a separation
of twice the unit cell vector along [001] (see for comparison the
unit cell reported in Figure 5A). From the alignment of the
spots one could, in principle, determine whether this periodic-
ity corresponds to a p(2 × 1) (Figure 4B) or a c(2 × 2) (Figure
4C) superstructure. However, drift along the slow-scan direc-
tion (the vertical-direction in Figure 3A) leads to slight image
distortions that prevent a confident assignment.

This detected periodic superstructure is at variance with the
(1 × 1) LEED pattern obtained from the sample after prepara-
tion in UHV before immersion in water (Figure 1). Since we
rule out surface contamination as possible origin of this new
superstructure (see the Experimental Section), we assign the
observed periodicity as due to the first, i.e., interfacial ML of
the bulk water phase in direct contact with the surface. Water
molecules that are bound to exposed cations on rutile TiO2(110)
are typically imaged as bright protrusions in UHV STM.[10, 12, 35]

Figure 3. A) STM image (10 × 10 nm2, Vbias = −0.7 V (empty
states), Itunnel = 1 nA) of rutile TiO2(110) in high-purity liquid
water. (Inset): Reproduction (with a different color scale) of the
2.5 × 2.5 nm2 region in the white dashed square. B) Height
profile along the blue line in (A) (perpendicular to the rows). C)
Height profile along the green line in (A) (parallel to the rows).

Experimental work and theoretical studies agree that water
binds strongly to the exposed fivefold coordinated Ti5c atoms
of the rutile TiO2(110) surface in the liquid, tightly enough to
be stable under the scanning STM tip. The results in Figures
3 and 4 would then indicate that the structure of the adsorbed
layer possesses a ×2 periodicity along the [001] direction.

In parallel with these experiments we have performed DFT-
MD simulations for the rutile TiO2(110)/water interface con-
sidering both single-monolayer and bulk liquid models. The
results of the simulations are presented in Figure 5.

A snapshot of the TiO2/bulk liquid interface is sketched in
Figure 5A. The water molecules directly adsorbed on the TiO2

Adv. Mater. Int. 2015, 00, 3–7 c© 2015 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim wileyonlinelibrary.com 3
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Figure 4. A) 2D fast Fourier transform (2D-FFT) of the STM
image reported in Figure 3A. The FFT map shows the long-range
periodicities of the surface. Solid line white circles correspond to
the 1× 1 periodicity of the TiO2(110) substrate along the

[

11̄0
]

direction between rows visible in the real-space image. Dashed
white circles show a superstructure with×2 periodicity along the
rows parallel to the [001] direction. B,C) Calculated reciprocal
lattice pattern for the TiO2(110) 1 × 1 substrate (white spots)
with two different surface superstructures: (B) p(2 × 1) or (C)
c(2× 2) (red spots). The unit cell vectors of the reciprocal lattice
are reported for the TiO2 1 × 1 substrate (white lines) and for
the two superstructures (red lines).

surface are located on the rows of Ti5c atoms running along
the crystallographic [001] direction (separated by twofold coor-
dinated O atoms, so-called “bridging” Obr rows). Along these
Ti rows, alternating short and long O–O distances are observed
between neighboring water molecules. Whereas a hydrogen
bond (HB) is present between the two nearest neighbors that
are closer, this is not the case for the two molecules that are
further apart. The donating molecule in the water dimer is typ-
ically lying flat, while the acceptor molecule of the dimer has its
hydrogen atoms pointing up. This dimerization is quantified
in Figure 5B, which shows the distribution of O–O distances.

Figure 5. Dimerization of neighboring water molecules in DFT-
MD simulations. A) Snapshot of the DFT-MD simulation of the
rutile TiO2 (110)/bulk-water interface; see the Supporting In-
formation for a movie. Dashed lines represent hydrogen bond-
ing (HB) interactions, shown in thick black lines between water
molecules of the first layer (ball-and-stick representation) and in
thin gray lines for those involving water molecules from the bulk
(sticks only). The blue rectangle indicates the rutile TiO2(110)-
(1 × 1) unit cell (3.0 × 6.5 Å2). A single water molecule is
highlighted in the black oval. B) Histogram of nearest neighbor
O–O distances for oxygen belonging to the first layer of water
molecules at the rutile TiO2(110)/bulk-water interface. The red
line shows the O–O radial distribution function of bulk water[36]

for comparison. C) Corresponding histogram of nearest neigh-
bor O–O distances for a single ML of adsorbed water molecules
on rutile TiO2(110) at 300 K. D) Computed vibrational density of
states (VDOS) of the OH stretch band for the first layer of water
molecules at the solid/liquid interface (red), bulk liquid water
(black), and a single monolayer of adsorbed molecules (green).
E) Time evolution of the O–O distance (running average over
0.5 ps) between molecules of the first layer in bulk water shows
long-living dimer species.

For the water molecules on the TiO2 surface immersed in the
liquid, this distribution is clearly bimodal, with the peak at
short distances (centered at around 2.73 Å) matching the loca-
tion and shape of the first peak of the O–O radial distribution
function in bulk liquid water.[36] The positions of the dimers
in the adjacent rows are shifted (Figure 5A). The data are not
sufficient to judge if the resulting configuration (which, in case
of long-range order, would correspond to a c(2× 2) periodicity)
is obtained coincidentally, or if it is energetically favored. Fig-
ure 5C shows that the situation is very different in the single
monolayer case (i.e., an adsorbed layer that is not immersed in
water, typical situation of UHV studies). Here, the distribution
of O–O distances is unimodal, with a maximum at about 3 Å,
i.e., the Ti5c–Ti5c separation.

We note that in our simulations one out of 16 surface water
molecules dissociates spontaneously in a process that involves
a central water molecule accepting two HBs from neighboring
surface water molecules (forming a trimer), and donating its
proton, via a bulk water molecule, to a bridge-bonding surface
oxygen. However, as the energetics of this process is delicate

4 wileyonlinelibrary.com c© 2015 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Mater. Int. 2015, 00, 4–7
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and finite size effects tend to favor dissociation, we have pre-
sented in Figure 5 the data from the slab surface on which all
molecules remained intact. Results for the case in which some
molecules are dissociated are qualitatively similar (see Figure
S1 in the Supporting Information).

In earlier UHV work, water–water pairing was observed also
for a single water layer on ZnO

(

101̄0
)

,[37] where it leads to the
dissociation of every other water molecule. This dissociation
was dynamic, however, with the consequence that in UHV STM
the observed corrugation (which is due to upward-pointing H)
was reduced if dissociation happened faster than the time scale
of the STM measurement. A similar situation (i.e., fluctuations
with frequent associations/dissociations and rearrangements
of the dimers) could account for the relatively weak and noisy
appearance of the ×2 periodicity in Figure 3.

While at low coverage water molecules were observed to
form dimers on the rutile TiO2(110)[12] as well as on the
isostructural RuO2(110)[35] (where it also leads to dissociation),
this is not the case in a full layer of water on rutile TiO2(110) in
UHV: no dimerization was apparent in STM studies when the
surface was fully covered with water from the gas phase at low
temperatures.[10, 11] This is consistent with our MD results: pair-
ing is not present for a single adsorbed monolayer (Figure 5C,
see also ref. [38]). The molecule–molecule separation in a dimer
at the interface with bulk water is similar to that of HBs typical for
liquid water but smaller than in the monolayer-only structure.
This difference is also reflected in the computed vibrational
spectra of these systems (Figure 5D), where the intensity of
the peak at high wavenumbers, corresponding to the weak hy-
drogen bonds between water molecules of the monolayer-only
system,[38] is strongly reduced and broadened in the bulk wa-
ter system. This provides a molecular picture for the distinct
change in the vibrational structure that has been observed in
experiments[38] (conducted in UHV at low temperatures) at the
transition from low coverage to thicker layers.

Our experimental findings are consistent with these compu-
tational results, although the timescale of the STM experiment
(about 1 ms per pixel) is orders of magnitude longer than what
can be achieved in first-principles MD simulations. As shown
in Figure 5E, some hydrogen-bonded dimers persisted during
the full simulation run (tens of picoseconds). The agreement
between theory and experiment suggests that dimers could be
stable for much longer.

3. Conclusions

In conclusion, we report for the first time high-resolution in
situ STM images of the TiO2(110) surface in direct contact
with bulk liquid water. In our experimental conditions, the
morphology of the oxide surface proved to be stable in water
and no dissolution or erosion effects have been observed. The
rutile (110) surface shows characteristic steps of monoatomic
height, with step edges running along the [001] direction, as
in the UHV experiments. High-resolution STM images show
bright and dark rows oriented along the [001] direction and
spaced with the×1 periodicity corresponding to the separation
of the Ti and O rows on the TiO2 rutile (110) surface. A new×2

periodicity, however, has been observed along these rows, after
the interaction with bulk water. This is assigned to an ordering
of interfacial water molecules along the rows in the presence of
the bulk liquid phase. DFT-MD simulations provide strong ev-
idence that a single adsorbed layer of water on rutile TiO2(110)
changes its structure in the presence of the bulk liquid. While
water in the first ML interacts mostly with the undercoordi-
nated Ti5c cations, the presence of the additional layers of bulk
water causes neighboring molecules to form hydrogen-bonded
pairs.

The striking difference of the molecular ordering at the
interface between liquid water and rutile TiO2(110) surface
with respect to the UHV case is clearly evidenced in our results.
It convincingly demonstrates that in situ experiments under
realistic conditions accompanied by theoretical simulations are
the necessary methodological route for understanding the role
of TiO2/water interfaces in real applications, for example the
photocatalysis of TiO2 surfaces and nanoparticles in aqueous
solution.

4. Experimental Section

The rutile TiO2 (110) single crystal (Pi-Kem LTD) has been
investigated with a STM in a liquid cell.[31] The surface was
prepared in UHV (pressure <1 × 10−10 mbar) by standard
preparation methods:[2a] cycles of Ar+ ion sputtering (1 keV)
and annealing to T in the range 900–950 K. In LEED the as
prepared surface showed the expected (1 × 1) periodicity.[2a]

After preparation, the sample was taken out of the vacuum and
transferred under Ar flux in the STM liquid cell,[31] filled with
high-purity water (Milli-Q purification system, resistivity 18.2
M� cm). The water was degassed by a flux of high purity Ar
for 1 h before filling the cell. For the STM measurements the
sample was grounded and a bias voltage was applied to the tip:
thus empty states are imaged at a negative bias potential. The
STM tips (tungsten) were prepared by chemical etching (2 M

KOH solution) and then coated with a drop of hot glue. STM
images were analyzed with the WS×M software.[39]

Great care (in terms of water purity, sample handling and
cell cleanliness standard) has been taken to ensure that ob-
served atomic-scale structures are not due to contamination.
To test the effectiveness of the applied cleanliness procedure,
various metallic surfaces were immersed in the same cell and
then checked in situ with the EC-STM. All these samples dis-
played the characteristic structure of the corresponding clean
surface.[31, 40, 41]

We have performed DFT-MD simulations for the
TiO2(110)/water interface. The calculations were performed
with the CP2K program using the Gaussian and plane-waves
approach.[42, 43] The model employed is based on a five O–Ti–O
trilayer slab, using a 4 × 2 supercell, separated by 15 Å, filled
with 71 water molecules, as employed in earlier work.[21, 44]

Here the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional[45] with
the Grimme D3 dispersion correction was employed.[46] For
bulk liquid water, it is important to use a dispersion correction
to obtain the correct density or pressure.[44] The simulation
temperature was 300 K, the length 40 ps, and the last 15 ps

Adv. Mater. Int. 2015, 00, 5–7 c© 2015 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim wileyonlinelibrary.com 5
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were analyzed and reported. Similar structures formed in a
second simulation using only the PBE functional at 330 K, and
a 5 ps PBE0-D3 simulation at 300 K, suggesting the observed
structures are insensitive to the precise computational setup.

Supporting Information

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online
Library or from the author.
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